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Spec i a l  f ea t u r e

The rural exodus has caused Chinese cities to swell
from 77 million inhabitants in 1953 to 190 million in
1980, to 470 million in 2000, and to 650 million

today, if the floating population of some 150 million migrant
workers in included. The spatial and demographic dimen-
sions of the urbanisation phenomenon pose challenges to
the practice of urban planning. Already 246 new cities have
been built since 1990, and 400 more are expected to
emerge by 2020.
This article aims to identify the evolution of urban planning
styles since the start of the twentieth century and specifically
in the last five decades in response to the demands and
stages of the urbanisation process. The hypothesis here is
that China’s situation is not much different from the western
world’s in matters of urban planning, and that its theoretical
influences have been similar to those of other countries. The
effort is to question the reality of changes in the practice of
town planning with a special look at the strategic, collabora-
tive, and sustainability currents at play. This questioning
process leads on to the formulation and application of the
concept of harmonious urbanisation, which appeared re-
cently and is now presented as a new Chinese paradigm of
urban planning.
The questions will be dealt with based on the case of Shang-
hai. Strategically located on the Chinese coastal belt at the
mouth of the Yangtze River, Shanghai rapidly became a cen-
tre of major economic exchange. After the Opium War, dif-
ferent foreign occupying forces influenced town planning in
this metropolis. Since the1950s, Shanghai has witnessed
many changes (1) reflected in the practice of urban develop-
ment. These evolutions have taken different forms and help
illustrate the theoretical and practical renewal in the field of
Chinese urban planning. (2)

The article begins with a presentation of the traditional plan-
ning model, then considers strategic and collaborative influ-
ences before examining whether a new Chinese approach is
emerging with the concept of harmonious urbanisation. 

T r adi tiona l  Chine se  pla nning 

I n flu en ce  of  th e  r at ion al  mo del  in  
r es pon s e t o th e  needs  of  mo der ni sa tion

Chinese urban planning has had several theoretical influ-
ences. (3) Chinese philosophical tradition, including Confu-
cianism and Daoism, makes up the oldest influence, but the
West has also been a source of inspiration for the theories
and practice of planning. 
Ever since the end of the nineteenth century, the western
world has developed a rational model of planning. Thus by
the start of the twentieth century, in the context of industrial
revolution, the doctrine of comprehensive planning emerged
and became the dominant model. The structuring of this ra-
tional approach owes greatly to the work developed in the
Chicago school during the 1940s and 1950s. (4) This re-
search was influenced by the Great Depression of the 1930s
and the response of planners who proposed the New Deal;
the Second World War then led to a strengthening of pub-
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Since the 1950s, Shanghai has undergone major changes, reflected in the practice of urban planning, which has been
influenced by different Western theories. Strategic and collaborative currents as well as the concept of sustainable
development have helped reformulate urban planning styles. Does this renewal mean the emergence of an original
model of Chinese urban planning, notably with the concept of harmonious urbanisation?



Evolution of metropolitan planning 
between 1959 and 1995 

lic intervention in economic planning. With a multi-
disciplinary perspective, the Chicago school sug-
gested the development of rational approaches to
the entirety of public policies, including planning. (5)

From the 1950s a new scientific yardstick
emerged, that of modernism. In planning, this
meant the advent of rational-global planning, which
soon took hold as the dominant paradigm in plan-
ning theory and also in professional practice. (6)

This model was also adopted in China by the Na-
tionalists, who pursued a policy of urban moderni-
sation. (7) When the Communists seized power,
planning practices continued to closely follow the Western
model. Beginning in the 1950s, town planning was thus in-
fluenced by socialist theory, with Soviet-inspired centralism
and planning committees, as well as waves of industrialisa-
tion and nationalisation in the 1950s and 1960s. In the so-
cialist context, urban planning is not meant to control and
lead economic development as in the case of a market econ-
omy. Rather, it is meant to localise state projects and em-
body the government’s grand policy aims. (8)

The advent of communism focused Chinese urban planning
on the aims of urban modernisation with an effort to develop
industry. Nationalisation of private enterprises in 1956,
along with major state investments, helped sustain this strat-
egy. Shanghai’s town planning followed the aims of indus-
trial growth with the creation of zones confined to such ac-
tivity. Urban policies thus tended to maximise industrial pro-
duction using existing urban space while supporting the de-
velopment of new projects. Finally, the Cultural Revolution
was a major turning point. Mao Zedong strengthened his
rhetoric against cities, which translated into a total rejection
of urban planning between 1966 and 1976.

C los ed ar en a fo r e la bor ati on  of  p lan s

In practice, traditional Chinese urban planning created two
models (9): The classical top-down approach of the “emperor
ruling,” and that of socialist centralised planning, or “big gov-
ernment.” In this context, major decisions as well as the reg-
ulation mechanism of society were decided at the central
level, while municipal officials had little influence over the
form and content of urban development. 
In the classical model of Chinese planning the only interac-
tion is among traditional actors, namely the political leader-
ship and the planners who act as experts. Even if the ideal
of this socialist practice of town planning is to “serve the
people,” in practice this style of town planning is highly bu-

reaucratic: the elaboration of plans is merely a technical
issue sorted out between experts and political elites, without
opening the arena to outside influences.

S tr ategi es  c entr ed o n r egu lat in g lan d  u s e

In the West, traditional urban planning has these basic val-
ues: scientific knowledge and expertise, especially regarding
necessary information (statistical and cartographic). The
aim of this rational model is to serve the public interest. (10)

This model is dominated by a spatial approach aimed at
regulating land use. It was developed in the West in the
context of the “30 glorious years” of fast growth in the post-
war period and was concerned with regulating growth by
zoning and building density, through collective projects… To
realise these ambitions, this traditional model focused on
producing plans.
In Shanghai the great revolution had an important influence
on urban development, resulting in the construction of nu-
merous infrastructural projects as well as industrial zones in
the suburbs and outlying areas. In the 1950s, urban planning
advanced the reinforcement of industrial areas close to ag-
glomerations such as Pengpu or Dachang in the north or
Taopu in the west. (11) The adoption in December 1958 of
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These two maps show the updating of Shanghai’s metropolitan development model with
satellite towns on the fringes in 1959 (left) and 1995 (right). The evolution in the modes
graphic representation correspond to the transition to a less rational and more strategic
planning that pays less attention to details of the legal use of land.
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an urban plan helped give another dimension to this strategy.
Under British influence, the Shanghai authorities decided to
build satellite towns in a green belt about 20 to 70 km from
the city centre. To sustain the aim of industrialisation, many
works projects helped to establish new industries in the out-
lying areas at a distance from the city centre in order to in-
tegrate them with new housing projects. Moreover, the satel-
lite towns help reduce congestion in central Shanghai. 
In the West today, with difficulties in regulating land use
have caused this practice of urban planning to be replaced
by new approaches, but the issues raised by the rational
model are still current. (12) In the context of metropolitan
Shanghai’s fast growth, there is major interest in this spatial
approach to town planning, as can be seen from the 1986
“Urban Master Plan of Shanghai Municipality” or the more
recent “Plan of Shanghai Metro-Region” of 1995, which is
based on the satellite town concept. (13)

In current practice, there is renewed debate over, for in-
stance, applying the concept of polycentrism, but the process
and content developed are part of the historical tradition.
However, it is possible to discern the changes with the influ-
ence of different theoretical currents on planning as the
strategic approach.

Stra te gic  inf l uence :  Shangha i’ s
me tr op oli sa tio n

Str ateg ic  plan n in g to  meet  t he  c h allen ges
of  g lob ali sa tion  an d i nter n ati on al  c ompe-
t it i on  amon g c it ies

The notion of strategic planning is quite old. It originated in
the military domain to help implement strategy, especially in
the context of war. It was then appropriated by the business
world to rationalise its activity. Finally, the public sector fol-
lowed the same aim of rationalisation to achieve greater ef-
ficiency. As neo-liberalism took hold worldwide (14) from the
1980s, strategic planning enjoyed general growth in the
West and was applied in development and town planning.
The strategic model marks a break from the traditional one
by focusing public action on the search for results through
the adoption of precise actions. In this perspective, the quest
for efficiency through the realisation of projects seems to be
the basic value of these strategic moves. (15)

From a more concrete point of view, this focus on action and
results also shows an adaptation to the context of crisis in
public finance in the West: “Mobilisation and articulation of
resources become central issues of urban public action,

which tend to determine the discussion on the action’s very
aims. The project then becomes the instrument that facili-
tates a permanent dialogue between a constantly evolving
stock of resources and the always precarious and changing
aims.” (16)

In the Chinese context, the strategic influence can be traced
back to the process of opening up that began with the end
of Maoism. From 1979, four special economic zones were
created. Along with other coastal cities, Shanghai received
special attention. In order to boost economic activity, several
special economic and technological development zones were
opened (including Hongqiao, Minhang, and Caohejing).
These efforts were followed by “socialist market economy.”
Cities are at the heart of this ambition, becoming the en-
gines of the country’s economic growth. 
China’s opening also corresponded with the general trend to-
ward globalisation. This was accompanied by a series of ter-
ritorial restructuring activities (17) that increased the impor-
tance of the largest cities, especially those in the coastal re-
gion. This metropolisation phenomenon is generally seen as
a movement with two parts. (18) The first mostly concerns the
internal process of structuring urbanisation under the effect of
localisation strategies toward households and firms. It leads to
a spread of urbanisation and to new territorial specialisations
and new centralities. Shanghai has not escaped this spatial
restructuring, giving rise to a three-speed city. (19) The central
part has undergone renewal with the refurbishing of the
Bund, for instance, and of new rapidly developing areas such
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as the Pudong New Zone, covering 522 km². At the same
time, other parts of the city have been largely ignored. (20) The
second part of metropolisation is more global and is predi-
cated on the development of a system of metropolises in the
economic context of generalised competition. This binary
globalisation-metropolisation ultimately constitutes the
essence of the great change taking place in today’s cities.
China’s metropolisation underlines the presence of three
major cities (21) that reach out to the world and aspire to world
city status. (22) Firstly, there is Hong Kong, which built on its
status as a British colony to garner a  prominent position
with its financial as well as logistic activities, (23) then Beijing,
with its position as the capital and through its recent hosting
of the 2008 Olympic Games, and finally Shanghai, which
is one of the government’s windows to the outside world. In
this international competition between the world’s largest
cities, Shanghai’s marketing strategy is based on organising
a major event, namely the Universal Exposition of 2010. On
the same level as the 2008 Olympiad, this event symbolises
China’s further opening up to the world. Expo 2010 will be
held from 1 May to 31 October 2010 under the theme Bet-
ter City, Better Life. More than 170 countries will take part,
and more than 70 million people, mostly from within China,
are expected to attend.

O pen in g to  pr ivate  a cto rs  an d es tab lis h in g
a  so ci alis t  pr o- gr owth  c oal it io n 

As for spatial planning, the strategic model takes note of the
passage to a neo-liberal referential by opening out to private
actors, and consequently is not limited to the planner-decider
duality. The economic world thus finds itself associated with
the elaboration of the contents of planning, but above all to
the implementation of strategies through the intermediaries
of public-private partnerships (for both the investment
process and also the management of urban services).
Since the start of economic reforms, the ever-present adver-
tising in public spaces has symbolised Shanghai’s moderni-
sation. Major multinationals such as McDonalds, Pepsi,
Visa, and KFC testify to the role played by foreign invest-
ment in the city’s dynamic. The theories of urban regimes (24)

and of growth coalitions (25) advance the idea that governance
of cities is often characterised by an arrangement between
public and private actors in order to facilitate economic
growth. While these analyses emerged in the case of Amer-
ican cities, it seems pertinent to ask whether they apply to
Shanghai. In a socialist context where the public sector
makes up the major part of political and economic resources,

Tingwei Zhang has put forward the notion of a socialist pro-
growth coalition: “Shanghai reveals the characteristics of a
socialist regime featuring successful government interven-
tion, active business cooperation, limited community partici-
pation, and uneven distribution of benefits and costs of new
developments.” (26)

Organising Expo 2010 is one of the aims of this socialist
pro-growth coalition. Shanghai retains leadership of the op-
eration while interacting with private actors within China
and from abroad. The decision-making is open and tends to-
wards a public-private partnership. With total investment for
Expo 2010 estimated at $3 billion, 43 percent will come
from government sources, 36 percent from private firms and
21 percent from banks. 

A rc h itec tur e  s tar s a nd  ma jo r pr oj ects  fo r 
a  new  s kyl in e

The strategic model calls into question the physio-spatial ap-
proach to planning and leads to an overturning of the plan
concept with regard to the project. This model has the ad-
vantage of being flexible and able to adapt quickly to both
the economic and political contexts by adopting a global vi-
sion that is also targeted. This type of planning is thus often
focused on the realisation of special projects (transport infra-
structures, special districts for economic and social develop-
ment, or environmental protection, structuring equipment…)
by insisting in particular on the notion of network, which ex-
ploits some territorial logic or stakes.
Further, from the perspective of competition between me-
tropolises, there is generalisation of urban marketing strate-
gies. (27) In this sense, Expo 2010 is a tool whose interna-
tional nature helps put Shanghai on the map of the world’s
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Artist’s impression of Pudong district in 2014 following the construction of
the “Shanghai Tower.” 
© AFP

great cities. This new image helps sustain the city’s eco-
nomic attraction in order to pull in new investment to ensure
the development of the growth coalition. 
Expo 2010 is part of a general strategy to transform the
urban area (28) by calling on international stars in architecture
as well as international expertise in planning. The August
2008 inauguration of the Shanghai World Financial Center,
the mainland’s tallest tower (and the world’s third tallest
after Burj Dubai and Taipei 101) illustrates this competition
among Asia’s great cities.

Or ga ni si ng  Exp o 2 01 0

The perimeter of the future exposition helps renew tradi-
tional modes of occupation of land in some central areas that
were held by major state firms and joint ventures. (29) The site
between the Nanpu and Lupu bridges along the Huangpu
River lies at the heart of Shanghai metropolis, the exposi-
tion area covering 5.28 km.²
Seven firms from different parts of the world took part in a
competition to determine the site’s planning and design. The
proposal adopted was from a French firm (which incorpo-

rated elements from other foreign partners). The project in-
cludes building a canal across the river’s banks and marking
the area of the exposition. Moreover, the organisation of the
Expo will help improve Shanghai’s direction and urban man-
agement capacity, for instance by helping speed up renova-
tion programs and development of new infrastructure such as
the international airport and the Maglev network. (30)

Coll ab or a tiv e inf l uence :  
The  Ma gle v contr ov er sy

Coll abo ra tive  pl an ni ng  to dea l  with
NI MBY  sy nd ro me a nd  so cia l  movemen ts

As with strategic planning, the collaborative approach also
consists of rejecting the traditional planning model with its
rational-global approach. (31) Nevertheless, the origins of this

28. Elizabeth Perry, “Shanghai’s Politicized Skyline,” in S. Kuan et al., Shanghai – Architec-
ture & Urbanism for Modern China., Munich, Prestel, 2004, pp. 104-109.

29. Zhang, 2007, art. cit.

30. Haixiao Pan, “Shanghai Urban Expansion from Dense Monocenter to Organic Poly-Cen-
ter,” in Megapole,  www.megapole.org, 2008.
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trend are different: they emerged in line with social move-
ment theories and were formalised in the field of territorial
planning from the 1990s onwards as part of the advent of a
greater pluralism in society as it opened to new actors. Con-
trary to the post-modern current, the collaborative approach
proposes to renew planning through communication. From a
more theoretical point of view under the strong influence of
the works of Jurgen Habermas, (32) communicational action is
important. It is defined as an interactive activity oriented to-
wards understanding and seeking coordination of the imple-
mentation plans among partners.
The aim of collaborative planning is to achieve consensus
through positive interaction in a large gathering of actors: 

In the ideal of collaborative planning, stakeholders
representing the differing interests meet for face-to-
face dialogue and collectively work out a strategy to
address a shared problem. Participants work through
joint fact finding and agree on a problem, mission,
and actions. The players learn and co-evolve. Under
the right conditions, this dialogue can produce results
that are more than the sum of the parts. (33)

N IMB Y s yn dr ome in  th e  Magl ev  pro jec t  

The magnetic levitation train linking Shanghai’s international
airport to the city is the world’s best known commercial op-
eration of the German technology, which uses magnetic levi-
tation to achieve a speed of 400 km/h. Construction work
began in March 2001, and the line was opened in 2004.
Several extension plans for the network were proposed, and
in January 2006 the municipality presented the project for a
new line linking the international airport at Hongqiao with
Pudong, the south-central station, the site of Expo 2010 and
a connection to Hangzhou City in Zhejiang Province. This
extension plan received government approval in February
2006 with the objective of realisation by 2010. However,
this apparently rational scheme adhering to a traditional
planning approach has met with scepticism. In fact, affected
residents staged several protests, pushing back and threaten-
ing to mothball the project, estimated to cost 35 billion Yuan
(3.7 billion euros).
Thousands of people joined hands to denounce the proj-
ect, with worries voiced on two counts. On the one hand
were dangers to public health. While the cautious rules
for this new technology call for an insulating green belt of
at least 150 metres, the authorities had provided for no
more than a 20-metre gap between the line and resi-

dences, and residents feared the risk of radiation. On the
other hand, protesters also feared the possibility of a de-
crease in the value of their property following the Maglev
line’s construction. The mobilisation can be compared
with movements such as NIMBY (34) (not in my back-
yard). (35)

B eyon d N IMB Y:  F r om pr otes t  to 
n ego tiat ion ?

Collaborative approach stems from the communicational cur-
rent (36) and underlines communication strategies to be fol-
lowed in order to establish a positive interaction between the
actors. In a context of uncertainty and conflict, as in the Ma-
glev case, there is a great need to negotiate understanding
among the participants representing different interests, lead-
ing to a compromise: 

When there are multiple goals, (…) planning requires
bargaining or mediation (…) When the means for ac-
complishing goals are also uncertain, (…) then adap-
tive approaches are needed to facilitate learning by
doing. When both goals and means are uncertain,
(…) charismatic leadership or a social learning strat-
egy is needed. Only when society knows how to do a
task and agrees on a single objective is top-down reg-
ulation appropriate. (37)
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Thus planning has to engender a collective process under-
taken with the help of dialogue and exchanges among the ac-
tors. This continuous collective learning process is based on
the interaction among the actors: “The complex interactions
and communications of policy-making are themselves part of
the outcome, as they change the participants and the partic-
ipants’ actions and reactions.” (38)

Finally in the spring of 2007, protest movements over the
possible effects linked to radiation led the municipality to
suspend the project. In December, it proposed limiting the
train’s speed in residential zones and announced a new
course of action after a two-week consultation. These
changes illustrate the ability of citizen’s groups to influence
planning measures. The NIMBY syndrome faced by the
Maglev project indicates the emergence of an urban middle
class with the capacity to grasp the stakes in development
and to mobilise itself to influence projects. It is worth noting
that protests were especially large in the Minhang area, a
new suburb of white-collar residents in Shanghai’s south.
More than a year after the protests, the project remains
moribund. It’s possible to put forward the hypothesis that in
a collaborative context, citizens’ mobilisation would help
reach a compromise and realise the project. However, the
project’s financial cost is often cited as a reason to suspend
work. From this viewpoint, the authorities could hide behind
the desire to respond to residents’ opposition in order to re-
view the contract with the Germans. From this perspective,
the collaborative influence on Shanghai’s urban planning
practices would be quite illusory.

I l l us io n o f  c oll abo ra tive  idea l

Whatever the semantic formula adopted, there is consensus
on the fact that the communicative or collaborative approach
is now the dominant paradigm in urban planning theory. (39)

However, the Chinese experience with the Maglev shows
the same limits that Western practices have faced in matters
of urban planning with an as yet nascent collaborative cur-
rent (40) in which NIMBY-style protests are often the only
chance for citizens to influence redevelopment decisions.
In fact, town planning is often the preserve of a small circle
of actors who can be characterised as the elite. The urban
regimes model developed by Clarence Stone (41) based on
Atlanta’s case shows that urban management often consists
of a balance between public and private actors. Shanghai’s
situation seems to resemble the North American model.
With the emergence of new openings to the private sector
and civil society in the Party apparatus, a socialist pro-growth

coalition has been taking shape. However, this movement is
limited to the elite: 

Despite the immense differences between Hu and
Jiang, the younger supremo has largely incorporated
the Third-Generation leader’s ‘Three represents the-
ory’ (san ge daibiao). This unorthodox theory was
used by Jiang in 2001 to absorb elements within the
“new classes” – such as private businessmen, profes-
sionals and haigui pai or well-trained “returnees” from
abroad – into the CCP.  The unstated reason offered
by Jiang and Hu is that only well-educated, IT-savvy
citizens – and not barely literate peasants or migrant
workers – are capable of bringing the “the highest
productivity and the most advanced culture” to the
Party and China. (42)

The illusion of the collaborative ideal in Chinese urban plan-
ning can be seen in the exclusion of the mingong (migrant
workers from rural areas) from planning forums. Although
they are the bulwarks of development in the city, they are
largely marginalised and are denied the rights other Shang-
hainese enjoy. Apart from the potentially explosive aspects,
this situation points to the need to open local governance
systems, (43) without which no genuinely harmonious plan-
ning can take place.

Ha rm onio us ur b ani sa tion:
Eme rge nce  o f a  Chi nes e ap -
pr oa ch to pl anni ng?  

Observation planning practices show diverse theoretical ref-
erences. Apart from the possible gap between theory and
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practice, (44) different theoretical currents correspond to plan-
ning styles that often interact or even clash with each
other. (45) Shanghai’s example shows the persistence of a tra-
ditional practice of planning, with the issue of regulating the
use of land remaining central. Renovation is expressed
through the strategic influence corresponding to the city’s
economic opening and the formation of a socialist pro-
growth coalition. However, as in Western metropolises, the
collaborative current is still new, with issues of democratisa-
tion remaining to be addressed. Apart from these influences,
a question arises as to the originality of China’s urban plan-
ning measures. In other words, is a Chinese model of urban
planning being formulated? 

S u sta in ab le  develop ment a s a  new r e fer -
en c e  poin t  f or  pu bli c ac t io n

China is no exception to the global trend towards sustainable
development. (46) Thus, during the adoption of the 11th Five
Year Plan (2006-2010), the National People’s Congress
stressed the qualitative aspect of economic growth, espe-
cially the social and environmental aspects. The plan fore-
saw a new model of economic development based not on
growing consumption of resources but on their more efficient
use. The plan stressed the responsibility of the authorities to
implement these objectives. (47)

The formulation of a Chinese model of urban planning
could thus benefit from the concept of harmonious develop-
ment, which could make for a synthesis between the Chi-
nese approach and different Western influences. In metro-
politan Shanghai, the Dongtan eco-city has focused local
and international attention on what seems like a governmen-
tal window in this matter.

D o ng tan :  G over nmen t’s  su s tai na ble  a nd
h a rmon io u s wi nd ow

Dongtan is a project for an ecological city that, like the Ma-
glev, is planned to open in time for Expo 2010. The eco-city
will be built on Chongming Island, at the mouth of the
Yangtze River north of Shanghai. Covering 86 km², the city
will initially have between 50,000 and 80,000 inhabitants,
but the number is expected to rise to 500,000 by 2050.
Facing energy shortages and recurring pollution problems,
China will use Dongtan as a test site for building an eco-city
as it has been conceived right from the start. This would help
put in place in a big way all the latest technical and town plan-
ning innovations for producing green energy, insulation, and

traffic. It will be built in the middle of a swamp. British firm
Arup has undertaken to plan the new city drawing on the ex-
perience of the English eco-city, Bedzed (Beddington Zero
Energy Development). Situated in the suburb of London,
Bedzed eschews fossil fuels and thus CO2 emissions.
However, the Shanghai plan has attracted much criticism.
Vast swampy areas in the southeast of the island are classi-
fied as an internationally protected nature reserve. Its loca-
tion on the route of rare migratory birds (especially the
Black-faced Spoonbill) has caused the site to be contested
on conservation grounds. Academics at the College of
Urban Planning in Shanghai’s Tongji University questioned
the wisdom of choosing the site when there was land left to
develop in the Pudong and Nanhui districts east of Shang-
hai. The college’s director, Zhao Min, said: “I’m against this
project, like most of my colleagues here.” (48) Criticism is fo-
cused on the drainage system to be built, as well as the com-
plexity of the foundations. Moreover, experts point out that
the ecological footprint of the project is huge (2.2 hectares
per head), that there is no real social mix, and that transport
to central Shanghai will be inadequate.
The plans were drawn up in 2005 and work was to begin in
late 2006, but the project has yet to take off. Dongtan is
touted as the environmental window of Chinese town plan-
ning, but up to now the eco-city has yet to evoke real enthu-
siasm or emerge as a model that can be replicated in other
provinces. If even a part of the city is built before the start
of Expo 2010, the authorities could hold it up as an exam-
ple of harmonious town planning and draw attention away
from the real challenges of sustainable urban development. 

Co nclus ion:  Ha rm oni ous 
ur b ani sa tion a s  ne w  p ar a digm?

Even though the traditional planning model is still largely
present, strategic, collaborative and environmental influences
help envisage the formulation of new practices for Chinese
town planning. (49)
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Spec i a l  f ea t u r e

Given the sustainable development concept that has become
inescapable today, at least in public discourse, a synthesis of
the main currents has been formulated through the concept
of harmonious town planning, which could become a new
Chinese paradigm in this field.
The idea of harmonious society was advanced as a new ob-
jective in 2004 during the fourth plenary session of the 16th
Communist Party Central Committee. In matters of develop-
ment, the concept is rendered as harmonious urbanisation.
Moreover, following Nairobi (2002), Barcelona (2004),
and Vancouver (2006), Nanjing hosted the 4th World
Urban Forum of the United Nations in November 2008,
with the theme “Harmonious urbanisation: The challenge of
balanced territorial development.” (51) The event was in line
with the theme of Expo 2010. 
The characteristics of this Chinese approach to planning
take account of inputs from Western theories, but leave open
some questions as to the actual harmonious nature of Chi-
nese cities.
In terms of economic harmony, the strategic current helps
meet the challenges of globalisation by ensuring the growth
and development of cities. But many questions remain unan-
swered as to the proper functioning of the market mecha-
nism, especially as regards real estate and property.
As for environmental harmony, the sustainable approach
leads to new solutions, especially the as-yet improbable eco-
cities, to meet the challenges of climate change, but apart
from the various models that may be put forward, the plan-
ning process would have to face the challenges of cities as
they are now. Thus, given the dimensions of the urbanisa-
tion dynamic, there is a need for special attention to the pro-
tection of natural and agricultural resources. (52) Also, the
modernisation of urban areas should also respect architec-
tural and urban heritage. In more general terms, develop-
ment and reconfiguration of cities must not neglect some
spaces, especially the fringes of metropolises, so as to avoid
heightening spatial polarisation.
When it comes to social harmony, the collaborative current
helps respond to citizens’ actions, be it of the NIMBY vari-
ety or more general demands for participation in the plan-
ning process. However, the emergence of a collaborative
approach raises the question of social inequality and gives
rise to demands for political reform. The development of
metropolises is almost inevitably accompanied by the deep-
ening of social inequalities. The question of social polarisa-
tion pertains mainly to the millions of marginalised min-
gong. Moreover, the displacement of population in the
name of real estate development projects (53) leads to numer-

ous expropriations, which are often the source of major con-
flicts. In the context of rising property speculation, many
new residences remain vacant, with former residents or
even the mingong who built them in the first place being
barred from occupying them. In these conditions, the logic
of socio-spatial polarisation (54) could become explosive if it
continues to be ignored. In more general terms, the con-
struction of a harmonious society supposes the development
of new democratic mechanisms. It is possible to imagine
that “the CCP leadership will play the role of a ‘mediator’
and ‘balancer’ among the interests and aspirations of dis-
parate socio-economic groupings,” (55) but only the organisa-
tion of free elections or the emancipation of residents’ com-
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mittees would facilitate genuine citizen participation in plan-
ning mechanisms.
The passage from theory to practice with the advent of this
harmonious urbanisation idea poses many challenges linked
to the subtle relationship between theory and practice: “The-
ories are tools that mask as much as they reveal.” (56) Theories
are often built on the basis of practice while seeking to ad-
vance changes in them, and practice for its part benefits from
theories that are further developed in the process. In China’s
urban planning, theoretical influences on practice occur
through the concept of harmonious urbanisation, but the bur-
geoning problems reveal the gap between theory and prac-
tice. In conclusion, the consistency of this concept is called

into question: does it correspond to the formulation of a Chi-
nese paradigm, or merely offer new words to mask the per-
sistence of traditional practices? In fact, in the context of an-
other emerging, rapidly growing country, Mike Davis (57) has
shown that at Dubai the traditional approach characterised
by strong rationality is still current. The official ideology of
harmonious urbanisation will henceforth be tested by massive
urbanisation, and this presents a major challenge for Chinese
urban planning, because in the absence of harmonious cities
a harmonious society is unlikely to come about. • 

• Translated by N. Jayaram
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